
2014 T20I big hitters        by Hemical

The featured batsmen hit 11 or more sixes in T20Is during 2014
http://stats.espncricinfo.com/ci/engine/stats/index.html?class=

3;filter=advanced;orderby=sixes;qualmin1=6;qualval1=innings;spanmax1=31+Dec+
2014;spanmin1=01+Jan+2014;spanval1=span;template=results;type=batting
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Across

1 England player's major 
body part (6)

4 Things with leaves 
regularly stirred into urn 
(3,5)

10 I called round for an 
extra bit for a French letter 
(7)

11 Australian's cross 
bridge partners visit a lot 
of shops (7)

12 English city's wires 
picked up (5)

13 Father receiving 
variable amounts of paper 
has idle fantasies (9)

14 Dishevelled drunk 
empites boxes (7)

16 Force edge from 
Australian (5)

18 Hard drinks for England 
player (5)

19 Put in the cupboard 
again to make you feel 
better (7)

22 Idle individual, one 
with a big contacts book 
working for alien (9)

24 West Indian finishing 
proudly amid storm (5)

25 Dutchman gracious not 
to dine out in Scottish 
capital (7)

26 Clip household animal, 
beginning with back legs 
(7)

27 Accessed website to 
look at breakfast food sent 
back with a lot of noise (6-
2)

28 England player's work 
in pub first-class! (6)

Down

1 Many cricket clubs use 
large (8)

2 Rural bigot reportedly 
studied part of a bottle (7)

3 French town goes carless 
(apart from the outskirts) 
(5)

5 West Indian, for 
instance, keeping mum 
after losing uniform (5)

6 Kevin Spacey initially 
supports a levy on 
country's places to find 
cabs (4,5)

7 Part of the face I whip, 
so they say (7)

8 Belt around place for a 
little tonic? (6)

9 Fellow takes sweetheart 
out and orders (8)

15 Gibson perhaps playing 
Matt Damon part in 
Australian city (9)

16 In favour of hair as a 
strong point (8)

17 I end team confusion? 
(8)

18 Spooner prohibited 
witch getting an accessory 
(7)

20 US state capital shown 
on digustingly oily map (7)

21 American fellow 
standing on his head 
superficially useful for 
Bangladeshi (6)

23 Indian losing odd bits, 
chillin' after stunning blow 
(5)

24 Italian fellow at good 
university making marriage 
vow (5)


